Strong Substrate Mediation of Attractive Lateral Interactions of CO on Cu(110).
The mechanism of chemical reactions between adsorbed species is defined by the combined effects of the adsorbate-substrate potential landscape and lateral interactions. Such lateral interactions are therefore integral to catalytic processes, but their study is often complicated by "substrate mediation", the regulation of a two-body potential between adsorbed particles by the surface itself. Substrate mediation can influence the sign and magnitude of lateral interactions. There are notable exceptions of ordered structures forming at low coverage, indicative of short-range attractive forces where repulsive forces are expected to dominate, suggesting a strong substrate-mediated contribution. To explore further the origins of such interactions, we have investigated the adsorption of CO on Cu(110) using a combination of low-temperature microscopy and first-principles calculations. Our studies reveal that lateral adsorbate interactions, which are constrained by the metal surface, regulate the bonding between the adsorbate and substrate. Anisotropic CO-CO coupling is seen to arise from a perfect balance between the intermolecular accumulation of charge that acts as a glue (chemical coupling) at sufficiently large distances to avoid repulsive effects (dipole-dipole coupling and Pauli's repulsion between electron clouds).